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INT R ODUCTION 
Development of a technique for mea lU'ing bone den i ty from 
x - ray films of human beings and experimental animals was begun by 
Mac k and associate at The P ennsylvania. State Univer ity in 192.7. Ini-
t ially, an effort to make such measurements by penetrating a stationary 
spot on the film with a st.ationary beam of light proved to yield results 
with poor reproducibility. Beginning in 19Z9. a method involving t he 
pass ge of a film from one landmark to another through beam of 
light was developed. 
At first, an equipment buU.t in the Department of P hysies at 
P enn State for scanning spectral plates was utili~ed. In 1936, more 
highly refined technique was developed throug h th~ modification of a 
Kipp- Z onen Rec·ording Microphotometer procured from Holland. A 
the r mocouple, which served as the light-sensitive part of the original 
apparatus, was repl ced by a Weston Phott ::r:onic - Cell; and umerous 
o ther modifications were made . The device was successfully used 
with x- r ay films of human ubjects. In 1939, Mack, O' Brien, Sm ith, 
and Baum an ( 4 ) described the m ethod as then developed. 
Additional refinements were made on the apparatut from 1940 
t o 19 51, when the assembly wae moved from t he P ennsylvania Stat 
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University to the Texas St ate College fCi>r Women. In 1952, the Type 3 
Moll Galvanometer was !'eplaced with a Leeds and Northrup Type HS 
G alvanometer, which had a sub-stantially higher current sensitivity. 
At the same timet the $be-volt direct cur-rent exciter lamp formerly 
used was replaced by a 115-volt, 60-watt straight coil filament lamp 
which was used in conjunetion with constant voltage regulator. Be-
fo re this time, the method of controlliag the range of the galvanomete.r 
response wa by the use of a slot with adjustable dimensions between 
the film and the photoro·nic cell. This method was modified by the 
addition of a variU; which eontroUed the iaten.sity of the exciter 
lamp according to the x ... ray density of the film. The set voltage was 
maintained throug~out aU tracing paths Cl)D the sa.me film. 
The interim pr·o.gJtes · wbioh has b.ee11 made in bone density 
evaluation ae.c:ordin.g to the technique used in this stu:dy has been de -
scribed by Mack, Bzown, aad 'I'l'app (3), and by Mack (Z.). 
Figures 1 and 2, respectively, show a photograph and a dia-
g ram of the densitometer used in this st1:1,dy. 
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FIGURE 1 
VIEW OF THE DENSITOMETER ASSEMBLY USED IN THIS 
STUDY FOR EVALUATING DENSITY OF B_O_N_ E_· AND 
UNDER- AND OVER - LYING SOFT T ISSUE 
- .. · . . ----
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Ae p rt of the nutrition studies pre e tly und rway in Col-
I g of House.held Arts and. Sciences at the T exa St te college fo-r 
Women, four x-ray films are taken routinely of each subject. These 
aret 
(1) A lateral view of th left foot; 
(2) An antero-posterior view of the left f:oot1 
(3) An antero- posterior view of the lelt knee; and 
(4) A postero-anterior view of the left hand. 
To date., the bone from which stMtdardized me aslU'ements have been 
made <!l elassitied are the lett os ealcis and th phalanx 5- Z. of the 
left hand. ln ddition, special ~Studies have been made ~nth metatar-
sals , femur, fibula1 metacarpals, :rradius., ul•a, and skull. 
A highly standat-dized x - ray exposure technique must be rn in-
tained when the films are made. Compensations can be made, how-
ever~ for the mall deviations which oceur in the tracing a,nd calculation 
proee s by m aas of a wedge of standard material which is placed on 
aeh film besi.de tbEt part being X• rayed. The wedge serves a dual 
purpose in that it is US·ed as the ba,sis of eomparative x-ray absorption 
and also as a means of correcting deviations from normal exposure 
and processing. 
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Sine th amoUD.t of x .. r diation 01' . d by e ep nd 
upon its thictkness as well as its density, this f ctor mu t co id ... 
red in the final calculation. The tradn th . cro the x-ray im e 
of the bo e can be made between ny two p:roperl y id nti£ied landm ks . 
The height of the p th is controlled by th height of the . lot through 
which the light passes onto the phot.ronic cell, normally one milli-
meter. In ef£ect, therefore. a pne ... millimeter slice of bone lying in 
the same plane a the tr eing path i being examined. The volume of 
. 
this slice, therefore. rnust 'be determined and used iit the calcula-
tion, so that the density of the bo e per unit volume is the variable 
to b measured. 
The purpose of the pre en work .is to locate ud standardize 
dditional bone tr c:i.ng paths in dition to tho e presently b ing uti -
lized through the finding ()f satisfactory soluti-ons to the following prob-
lems: 
(1) To determine w.hi<:!h of the bone show the most rapid 
change in density with .change in diet. 
(2) To det rmine what portions. of the bone are most sen itive 
to change. 
um 
( 3) To dev·elop tandardized method of determining the vel-
of the cro.as _sectional slice of the bone undergoing densimetric 
ex mination. 
(4) To apply the e techniques to the ev uation of x- r y film 
tak n of five young fem e duri g diet regimen in :hich int ke of 
caldum bas been varied widely. 
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PL N 0~ 
EXPLORA 'l;'lON 0}" NE TRACING P. 'l'HS 
. · ~........_...... -.- ' 
'l'be x- rays taken routinely of each subject in the h\lU:\an nutri-
tion studie of which this is a uait include the following, a noted: 
the lateral and anterior-p&sterior views of the left foot, the anterior-
posterior vie o£ the le.ft knee. and the posterior-aatedor view of the 
left hand. In several tho'l,lSa.nd cases in the pa t, the lateral views of 
the knee and ol the hc;md also have be n taken. 
In this study, v riGus tracing paths in the film which hav 
been an are bein$ made in tb,. human nutrition P nn State d • S. C. 
series which have not been u.sed. have be e"})lored in order to find 
how the bone liees of the paths traced re pond t o diet changes in r-
son undergoing study. 
PRODUCING THE X - RAY FILM 
------ - . 
To determine which bone sectional slices -re most sensitive to 
change following dietary changes2 the routine x-rays of the hand, knee, 
and foot of five youn females which had been taken weekly for two 
8 
and one-half months were used. The study in uestion m de to find 
what medieal-aut:dtion test would show change when the calcium con-
tent of the diet was changed tttarkedly. 
The step wedge used in this longitudinal study was constructed 
from i vory having a physical density of 1. 684. X - r y analysi of this 
weG.ge has shown that it very closely approxhn tes the absorption and 
scatted~g character istics b~havior of b.one. The l"el ationship of the 
x - ray bsorption value of thi ivory wedge to that ol pur e calcium 
phosphate- carbonate of the formula 3Ca3(P04}z . caco3 ha been dete r-
mined objectively. 
A General Electric Model F Type 4 Shockp.l'oof X- r ay unit, 
whic h he. a power output approximately of 50 KVP , served a t e in-
strument for making the ¥.-.rays in this study. The foot was exposed 
on East man doubl e - coated acetate - base no- screen x-ray film at 1 
M • .A. for 3. S seconds at 30 inche s . There was a one-second exposure 
for the hand, with five second for the knee. 
Fihns were developed for Z. 5 minutes at 68° F . in General 
l ectric Supermix x ... ray Developer under s tandard x-ray darkroom 
e dition.s . Rinsing~ washing, and drying times were standardized. 
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LOCATING T TRACING P THS - --__ _:;., __ ;;.;;.;.. 
Paths may be loc ted accur t l y thro'llg any bo wh re there 
l"e l andmat"ks to define the tracing path loc tio • A path eros a 
finger bone, for ex__ ple, also may be ma e if act;urate me ur men 
precede the tracing. 
Axial paths in long bones , or paths a_ proximately down the 
center of such bones., have the advantage of scanning a portion of com-
pact bone as well as that which is Wldergoing rapid c e~ such as 
th dynamic region between the end of the long bone and it adjacent 
ossific ce t r . These path pas through the growth center and any 
g :ro'Wth lines caused by diet or disease. On such a th slight rotation 
of th bone in the x-r y p:toce s would not cause a m .arked ch ng in 
the density value; in addition, the paths are easily reproduced with c-
cur cy from film t0 film. 
On a ho·rizoatal p th, slight rotation of the bon-e during the x -ray 
may eause f-oreshortening or apparent elongation of the t1:acing path , 
g ivi g a f -lse are o£ the bone slice when the formula is ap lied . 
There sometiri' es is difficulty, ls.o, in locating the hoTizontal path in 
the same ·osition each time, because of difficulty in clefini landmark 
in some parts of the bones . Any position change of the path could 
cause a marked apparent density ehaage, if the path were displaced 
11 
slightly to an adJoining area of different density. If film i made 
properly aad th location of the tracing path i me sured 'th ccu.racy, 
however, traees through horizontal climen ion - of bone x-r y hav 
value. 
PA Hand X -ray Film 
The following bone traces were made in thi · study. 
The following tr cin path · were valuated from the posteri r -
a.nterior x - ray film of the hand: 
P ath A-An axial p th on fifth phalanx s-econd row, hereafter 
r fetre.d t·o as phalanx 5- l through the center of the 
bone sean the length. 
Path B - A horizontal path goes through the widest part of the 
distal end oi phalanx 5-Z. 
Path C-On phalanx 5-Z another horizontal tra c e passes 
through th body or shaft. 
Path D - A horizontal path pa e through the ba e or proxi-
m al ead of phalanx 5- Z. 
Path E - On the ulna an axial path extends the length of the 
portion of the distal end on the antero-posterior 
view. 
Path F - A horizontal trace goes through the shaft of the ulna 
at a distance from the distal diaphysis that is eq a1 
to the great st width of the diaphysis on the ant ro-
posterior view. 
Path G - This i s a horizontal path on the edge of the distal 
extremity of the radius . 
lZ 
P ath H - On the radius a tracing path follows the line of the dis -
tal diaphysis . 
Path I - A horizontal trace through the shaft of the radius at a 
distance from the distal diaphysis that is equal to he 
greatest width of the di aphysis on the antero - posterior 
view is used. 
Path J - A path the distance equivalent to the wit!lth of the 
diaphysi s on the antero- posterior view extends down 
from the distal end of the radius . 
AP Knee X-ray Film 
Seven paths were chosen on the antero-posterior x-:r y of the 
knee, as follows : 
3 
Path A-An. axial path on the proximal extremity of the fibula 
is equal to the distance of the widest aut ro-po terior 
view. 
Path B-On the proximal extremity of the tibia i an axial path 
equal to one half the distance of the widest antero-
posterior view. 
Path C -A horizontal p ath at the end of the proximal extrem-
ity of the tibia is another. 
Path D-The path goes through the diaphysis of the tibia. 
Path E-A path located directly above the epiphyseal disk of 
the tibia qual to o:ne-fifth the di tan.ce between the 
intercondyloid eminence and the piphyseal di k. 
Path F-A-path having the same l ength as E . but centere d upon 
the epiphyseal disk. 
Path G-A path having the same length as E, but located di-
rectly below the epiphyseal disk. 
Ll!lteral Foot X-ray Film 
In the t2racing paths described below, t he lateral x- ray film 
of the foot i use~. 
P th J!.- The path that has been standardized on is from an 
upper pos~erior to a lower anterior point on the. os 
ealcis . 
Path B-On the oS. ealds a path from a point midway between 
the upper point of the tv.berGsity and a posterior 
at"tieular surf.ace to the deepest curve of the medial 
p1·Geess i s a.n'<>the11.". 
Path C-A path from the lowest depression of the uppe r an-
terior portion downward on. the lon.g uis of the bone 
is the last. 
Figures 3 through 5 show the x- ray fil s ·which could be used 
for the tracing paths as described. 
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FIGURE 3 
POSTERIO-ANTEtUOR X- RAY OF THE HAND, WITH THE 
~ ~ ' . . . --- ------ . . ~. . . . . . ....,__. 
TRACING PATHS El(;PLORED IN THIS STUPY OUTLINED 
------ __ · - - . . 

FIGURE 4 
ANT_ERO-POSTERIOR X .. RAY ~THE KNE , WI TH THE 
TRACING PATHS EXP ORE.D IN THIS 
S T U'.P Y OUT LINED 

F IGURE 5 
~ ~- -
LATERAL X - RA,Y 0.!_ THJ!.. FOOT, WITH~ TRACING 
PATHS EXPLORED IN THIS STUDY OUTLINED 
1 ~ 

It is necessary te find the volume of the bone lice so that the 
size effect may be eliminated in the calculation !ol"mula. In order to 
determine the approximate crO. a-sectional shapes of the bone slices of 
livlng persons, a series of cadavel' bones was obtained and x-rayed in 
a direction perpendiculu to the vi w upon which the den imetr'c meas-
urements were based. 
Each path wa~ mark d on the bene sur£ ce with a. very narrow 
strip of l ead foU. The foil, followina the perimeter of the bone , wa 
held to its surface with rubber cement. Then it was x-r yed with the 
foil- bound a:rea parallel to the surface to the film. Since lead has 
high x-ray absorption power. a clear line defined each area. 
By placing ·the films Qver a.n illuminatorJ the areas were 
traced on 10-x-10-i.nch ruled paper. ReproductiO-n of the x-rays are 
shown i n the figures . The small phalanx traces were enlarged ten 
times by projection with standard 35 mm. sUde projector. 
Because the cadaver bones varied in siz from other bones, 
a size relationship was found. The area of the cadav r bone r dius 
representing the tracing path divided by one - half the squared le th 
g ave very closely the relationship . Qne ... half of the squared length of the 
tracing path multiplied by the relation$hip number gives the area of the 
22 
trac;ed sUce~ l'elow is given: an ·e~an:tple o! a tracing, ehovring the method 
by which. lt is constructe-d. 
F ICHJ,R~ ' ____ .._ 
EXAMPL~ ~~ TRA~1NG (T~T e!' PATH!!_~ THER~lUS), 
SHOWING HOWlT 1S CONSTRUCTIQ) PRtP.AJtATQRY 
----~ ................. ' - -
TO .EVAL UA'tlOI'l 
.s 
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FIGtm:S 7 
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i~IGURE 8 
' . _.. 
AREAS OF THE TRACING PATHS OF THE 1\A.DJUS AND ULNA 
. . _......._ . ~ -.....:...-..... · ~--
c D 
- _J 
FiGURE 9 
.· ~ -· 
AREAS OF THE TRACING PA'l'j.IS QF l 'ME TIBIA AND Fl.BULA 
·- ' ~ ----- . . . - . .__. ~ ~---
A 
8 c 
FIGURE 10 
ARE.AS OF Tl;l:E TRACI:NG PAT_HS OF THE. OS CALCIJS 
.. . - ~ . . . - ~ . .. . ~~ ...._ ' . 
PRESENTATION OF DATA 
Results obtained from the tracing paths which were made and 
evaluated fo r each of the five subjects in the study are shown in Table I 
and in Figures 11 , 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, and 17, which follow. One or 
more paths f rom each bone x-ray for the fi ve respective subjects are 
group~d together in each case. 
Th e calcium study of which this is a unit invol ved three dietary 
periods, as noted under the Plan of Procedure of this report. P eriod I 
covered a span of 53 days during which the calciu:m and the vitamin D 
were limited. Peri od II i ncluded 24 days ·during 'which calcium lactate 
was added to the basic diet to the extent of 1. Z g rams daily. Period Ill 
covered 9Z days after the intensive study had ended, when the subjects 
h a d returned to t hei r orphanage, or-in one case-to a foster home . 
For the purpose of following these divisions of the study, the three 
periods are shown in each of the graphs in the following figures . 
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X-RAY E QU I VALENT GRAMS OF Ca
3
( PO 
2 0 .. - 3. 
PER CUBI OF BONE 
PART A. PHALANX 5-2 
Nam Day of Study A B D Average BCD 
1 1. 41 2. 09 1. 52 1. 71 1. 7 1. 12 1. 66 I. 25 l. ~6 1. 46 14 !. 16 1. 64 1. 13 1. 28 1. 35 21 1. 1 a 1. 75 1. 33 1 . 3') 1. 4 28 0 . 92 1. 24 0 . 95 1. 43 1. 21 3Z 0 . 77 1. 00 l. 27 0 . 9 8 1.0 I 39 1. 08 1. 62 1. 19 l. 36 1. 3 Violet 46 1. 23 1. 50 0 . 70 1. 17 1. 12 53 1. 54 2. 25 1. 75 1. 37 1. 79 56 0 . 92 1. 33 1. 07 0. 97 1. 12 70 0 . 98 1. 33 1. 03 1. 04 1. 13 77 1. 13 ! . Zl 1. 27 1. 43 1. 30 120 0. 92 1. 00 C. f'7 v . 77 0 . 88 1 69 1. J3 1. 56 !. 1& L-:n l. 36 
1 I 2 . :>6 1. 82 1. 03 l . Z'J 1.38 
1. 8 9 1. 54 0 . 9 2 l. 18 !. 2 1 
14 o. 80 1. 14 o. 82 (, . ')9 o. 93 
21 1. 80 1. 37 0 . 86 1. 04 1. 09 
28 1.35 1. 46 0 . 88 1. 06 1. 13 
32 0 . 89 o. 92 o. 78 0. 89 o. 86 
I 39 . 1. so 1. 38 o~ sz o. 99 1. o6 
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125 . T • 1.- 65 .. ~ .. .. 1. Z8 ~· o. 86 ~ '1. 18 \ I . 11 
169 -- . '1 . 69 1. 28 0 . 8 5 1. 04 1. 06 
~ • •. ....a 
•- I I-\ 
1 ~ . 1. 47 . z. 39 . ~··· 1. 27 . 't_ : -_:1,: 09 ~ -· ·~.; -?,~~ 1. 2 
14 1.37 • • L- 2 . 06 •,• > >' 1. 11 ° ,- 0 . 89 ;_' • ':' -: 1.35 
'!- 't. " _'( • ~ .. , ~- " ., • 
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' . . . . ~ . 
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DISCUSSION OF BONE DE NSITY FINDI NGS 
F OR THE RESPECTIVE SUB J E CTS 
39 
The x-rays used i.n this study were m ade in connection with an. 
investigation by Anna Margaret Light (1), in which five young girls 
from an orphanage in Pennsylvani a who were placed on two levels of 
calcium in a carefully controlled cliet study for a pe riod covering 77 
days while they were housed with a trained nurse in an apartment in 
State College, P ennsylvania. They were kept indoors in daytime , ex-
cept for short trips to the clinic, when they were shielded from sun-
light. The calcium intake was restricted appr oximately to 40 per cent 
of the daily recommended allowance of t he National Re search Council, 
Food and Nutrition Board {5) during the 53 days of P er iod I . Duri n g this 
period all other nutrients met or exceeded these recommendations , in-
cluding phosphorus . The leve l of calcium in the restricted diet was 
similar to that of a g reat proportion of the children of moderate to low 
income families in the findings of the Pennsylvania Mass Studies in Hu-
man Nutrition, directed by one of the directors of this s tudy. 
During the next 24 days. the subjects were continued on the 
same diet except that the calcium was raised by the addition of 1. 2 
gr ams daily of calcium lactate . 
Chemical analyses were made routinely every three or four days 
of intake and excre tion of calcium and phosphorus . The x - rays were 
made at the intervals shown in Figures 11 through 17. 
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Duri ng Period 111 (92 days), the subjects were returned to the 
orphanage or foste;; home, as not~d, and were allowed an ad libitum 
t4iet . 
VIOL~T 
Violet was a girl eight years, 11 months , .and 14 days of age 
when the calcium-phosphorus study upon which this report is based was 
undert aken. She consumed calcium to the extent of 416 . 5 mg. and phos-
phorus to the extent of 1 , 140 . 0 mg. daily through Period I of the study, 
with no vitamin D supplementation of the diet, and with no exposure to 
sunlight, in common with the other children. 
During P eriod Il. the same basic diet was followed, with the 
addition of 1, 200 milligrams of calcium lactate, which brought the cal-
cium intake up to 1 , 512 m illigrams daily. 
During Period III, when this child was returned to the orphanage, 
h e r average calcium intake from milk and various foods was 2, 772. milli-
grams , with a concurrent intake of 2 , 524 milligrams of phosphorus-
markedly over the recommended level for her age and sex. 
S k e 1 e t a 1 C h an g e s D u r i ng P e r i o d I 
( Restr ict ed Calcium Intake) 
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During Period I, when Violet was placed on a diet which pro-
vided only approximately 40 per cent o£ her recommended dietary all ow-
cUlCe of calcium, she exhi bited demineralization i n various parts of the 
skeleton, which was more evident in some areas than i n others . The loss 
of bone mineral w a s noticeable particularly in the axial trace of the 
radiud (P ath J), which displayed an almost 35 per cent loss i n density. 
The axial path of the ulna (P ath E ) showed similar miner al activity, but 
to a smaller degree . A considerable degree of deminer alization was 
evident i n the horizontal paths of the radius and ulna (P aths F , G . H, 
and I). This t rend was l e s s constant, however , t han in the axial paths . 
In all c ases, a recovery i n mineralization occurred near the latter 
p art of the pe riod; although i t was not persistent. In most cas es, the 
lowest pe r iod of skeletal minerali zation occurr ed near the last part of 
P eriod I. 
This pattern set by the paths on the ulna and radius became 
evident in varying degrees in the paths of the fibula and tibia. The 
short, segmented paths of the tibia (E , F , and G) clearly demonstrated 
loss of c alcium du.ring the period of re stricted calcium i ntake. 
The three os calcis secti ons which were traced did not tend 
generally to show the mineral losses of some of the other areas whl,ch 
were investigated, particularly certain of the axial paths . P ath A on 
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this bone, for example, showed sotne differences in density at the vari-
ous times when the x-rays were taken, with the final value slightly higher 
than the initial. P ath B showed an initial slight drop followed by a rise, 
whic h in turn was followed by a second slight d r op and then another 
slight rise, with the final value of this period not essentiall y differ ent 
from the i nitial. Path C vacillated wide ly in bone density values from 
one test period t o another, with the final value markedly higher than 
the initial during this period of the diet study. 
Skeletal Changes During P eriod.!.! 
( Calcium Lactate Added to the 
Basic Di~) 
During this period of higher calcium intake by virtue of the fact 
that calcium lactate was added to the diet, there was a certain deg ree 
o f mineral recovery in all of the paths of the radius and ulna, except 
Path J . 
In the eight paths of the knee, only the segmented axial paths 
showed a definite rise in mineralization. By the close of Peri od ll, 
these skeletal sections had achieved the initial degree of calcification 
found when Period I began. 
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Path B of the os calcis foll ow e d the trend of increased density 
during Period II, while the other hvo paths h~d exhibited a decline by the 
close of the period. 
~keletal Chan~es Durin$ Pe riod III 
( A d L ibitu m Intake of 
Institutional Diet ) 
After the return to the home, the mineralization of the radius 
and ulna in this subject continued to improve at a slow rate, except for 
I 
P ath I. This skeletal area showed a tendency to decline somewhat in 
density, a fact which could be related to the fact that the child began to 
g row again during this period, after failing to make any growth progress 
during the previous period. 
In the tibia and fibula, slight improvement occurred on all 
paths except on the segmented paths (E , F , and G). These paths had 
declined in density a small amount by the end of the study, again pos -
sibly because of growth. 
The degree of mineralization in the os calcis re~mained fairly 
level throughout P eriod lll, with the exception of Path B , which decreased 
to the 120th day. After this it became more stable, with the final value 
somewhat lower than the original. 
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SHIRLEY 
At the commencement of the calcium-phosphorus study, Shirley 
was nine years, one month, and 18 days of age . During Period I of the 
study, her daily consumption of calcium was 426 milligrams ; and of 
phosphorus it w s 1, 156 milligrams . As with the other child r en, the 
diet had no vitamin D supplementation; and the children experienced no 
expos·ure to sunlight during the study. 
' 
The same basic diet was followed during Period II, except for 
the addition of calcium lactate which brought the total dietary intake to 
1, 528 milligrams of calcium daily, which is well above the 1, 000 milli-
g rams in the recommended allowance of the Food and Nutrition Board, 
N ational Rese arch Council. Shirley was placed in a foster home during 
P eriod Ill. Thus it was not possible to judge her calcium intake ac-
curately. Later parts of this study and the one upon which it is based 
indicated that her milk intake was probably l ower than that of the chil-
dren remaining i n the institution. 
Skeletal Changes Du r in @' Period I 
( Res tricted Ca l cium Intake} 
Durin'.Y Period I of the study on Shirley, the r adius and ulna ll> 
P aths E . F , and G showed an initial increase in min e r alization which 
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was followed by a rapid decline in density, and finally by a recovery just 
before the end of the restricted calcium diet. The lowest point :vas 
reached near the fifty-third day of the study. Paths H, 1, and J of the 
radius declined in density soon after the study was started; but the de-
cline was not persistent, and a slight recovery occurred before the low-
est density value was reached at the end of the period. 
The tibia and fibula Paths A, C, and D showed a small amount 
of demineralization at the beginning of the investigation, which was fol-
lowed by a slight recovery before the point of least mine1·alization oc-
curred on the fifty-third day. Path D and the segmented P aths E, F' , 
and G of the tibia increased in mineralization at the onset of testing . 
A decline followed, after which the density was regained partially. 
ln these paths, however, the lowest point was not reached until the ini -
tial part of Period 11. 
The os calcis Paths A, B , and C showed decreased mineraliza-
tion, but with varying degrees of recovery and decline . As in the case 
of the tibia and fibula, the lowest point was reached after the end of 
Period I. 
Skeletal Changes D"t..:;in? Period II 
(Calcium L actate A dded to the 
Basic Diet) 
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Soon after the point of lowest density was reached un the third 
day of this period, the mineralization increased in all patbs of th.e ulna 
and radius . During Period II, all of the tibia and fibula paths (includ-
ing the segmented axial paths) reached their lowest 1-aints on the fifty -
sixth day, and then immediately increased in calcificati on. By the end 
of the period, they had regained or surpassed their original values . 
In the A and C paths of the os calcis, the point of lowest densi ty 
was reached on the fifty- sixth day: and a small degree of recovery fol-
lowed. Pat11 B reached its lowest point of calcification on the seventieth 
day of the study; but from there it increased rapidly i n m ineral content. 
By the end of Peri od 11, this was higher than its original value. 
S k e 1 ~tal C h a11 g e s During Pe r i od III 
( Ad Libitum Intake of 
- -
I n s t i t u t i o n a 1 D i ..=_t ) 
Duri ng Period III, the paths of the radius and ulna showed 
e i ther a slight decline or rise in mineralization; but none of the paths 
regained thei r initial level. By the close of the study, ath G was 
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noticeably below its original value . 
P aths A, B , C , and D of the tibia showed declines in de nsity 
which were followed by recoveries in all cases, with the exception of 
P ath D; which did not quite regain i ts initial value. The segment ed 
axial P aths E, F , and G showed a g radual rise in mineralization. This 
was followed by a slight demineralization, which did not drop below the 
initial value . 
Throughout this period, P ath A of the os calcis maintained a 
level approximate l y 40 per cent below the first value . P ath B of the os 
calcis showed some demineralization, whil e Path C remained constantly 
at a level which was about equal to its density at the beginning of the 
study. 
Generally, all the bones i n Shirley' s tests declined i n density 
by the fifty- sixth day. By the end of the study, the initial mineraliza-
tion was :recovered in the os calcis , and i n all paths of the tibia and 
fibula except P ath D . None of the paths of the ulna and radius regained 
their origi nal density values . As noted, it is probabl e that Shirley' s 
calcium intake in the foster home was not so great i n P eriod III as 
that of the other subjects who returned to the i nstitution. 
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ARLENE 
When the calcium~phospho,rus study began, Arlene was eight 
years, four months, and five days of age . During P eriod I, she c on-
sumed calcium from her daily dietary to the extent of 426 milligram , 
and phosphorus to the extent of 1, 156 m illigrams . As i n the case of the 
o ther girls , there was no vitamin D supplementation nor exposure t o 
sunlight throughout P eriods I and .U, and no vitamin D supplementation 
in P eriod Ill. 
Throughout P eriod II, the only change in the basic diet was the 
addition of calcium lactate in the amount noted, which brought the dietary 
intake of that m ineral to 1, 588 millig rams daily. 
Throughout Period Ill, Arlene was returned to the hon;e where 
her average daily intake from milk and other foods amounted to 876 
m illigrams of calcium and 2, 743 milligrams of phosphorus . This 
amount is nearly three time s the r ecommended dietary allowance of 
1 , 000 milligrams. 
Skeletal Ch an ge s During P eriod_!_ 
( Restricted Calcium Intake) 
Arlene , during the restricted calcium period, showed only 
slight evidences of demineralization, although the axial paths again 
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showed the most significant changes. The density of the axial path of 
the radius (P ath J) decreased with quite marked r egularity throughout 
P eriod I; and the lowest value was reached on the fifty-sixth day of the 
study. Neither path of the ulna (the axial P ath E and the hor~zontal 
P ath F ) showed any s i gnificant change in rnineraliz.ation ciuring Period I. 
The horizontal path of the radius {P ath 1), however , after an extended 
period without any significant changes . showed a conspicuous deminer-
alization by the fifty- sixth day. The remaining paths of the radius 
(horizontal Paths G and H) showed slig ht evidence of deminerali zation, 
although the lowest density was reached on the twenty-eighth day. After 
that point, there was evidence of an i ncrease in density which lasted ap-
proximate l y three weeks before demineralization occurred again. 
The tracing paths of the tibia and fibula showed very little evi-
dence toward demineralization during P eriod I. P ath A of the fi b ula 
and P aths E. F , and 0 of the tibia showed slight decreases in density. 
On the whole , a greater stability was noticeable in Arlene ' s case dur-
i ng Period I than in any of the other children. P aths B , C, and D of the 
tibia showed evidence of an increase in the deg ree of mineralization 
which lasted until t he forty-s ixth day of the study, after which a slight 
decrea$e was noticeabl e . 
The os calcis showed significant demineralization during Period I. 
This was particularly noticeable in Paths A and C . 
Skeletal Changes Durins- Period II 
(Calcium Lactate Added to the 
Basic Diet) 
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Although Arlene showed less demineralization during Period I 
than did the other children, in Period ll several ol the paths showed 
a mineralization increase soon after the calcium level was raised on 
the fifty-third day of the study. All four paths of the radius G. H , I, 
and J) showed increases during Period II; and, by the seventy-seventh 
day, the degree of mineralization was generally higher than that at the 
begi nning of the study. The axial paths of the tibia (B , E, F , and G) 
showed significant increases in mineralization during P eriod 11; but 
the horb:.ontal paths (C and D) did not show any marked changes . 
P aths A and C of the os ca.lcis showed slight increases in 
mineralization. This logically followed the period of decreased mineral-
ization whi ch was noted in these p·aths during Period I. 
Skeletal Chang.es During Per iod III 
( Ad Libitum Intake of 
- -
Instituti onal Diet) 
During Period III, only very slight changes i n mineralization 
were noticeable for this subject . All paths of the radius and ulna showed 
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very little change during the first 79 days of the period; but an i ncrease 
occurred between that point and the end of the study. ln the tibia, Paths 
E , J?, and G showed a marked increase in bone mineralization during 
Period III, but no particular changes occurred in Paths A, B, G, and 
D of the tibia and fibula, or in any of the os calcis paths . 
PATRICIA 
The age of Patricia at the beginning of this study w as five 
years , 11 months , and 17 days . During Period I, her dietary intake of 
calcium was 411 m illigrams, while her consumption of phosphorus was 
1 , 082 milligra.rr1s daily. She was not exposed to sunlight nor did her 
diet contain any vitamin D supplementation, as noted for the other 
subjects. 
During Peri od II, the dietary level of calcium was raised to 
1, 55Z milligrams daily by the addition of calcium lactate to the basic 
diet. 
During Period Ill, after Patricia had returned to the orphanage, 
her average daily c onsumption from food and milk was Z, 137 milligrams; 
while her daily phosphorus intake was 1, 945 milligrams. This is sig-
nificantly above the recommendations for her age and sex. 
Ske l etal Changes During Period I 
{Restr i cted Calcium Intake) 
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Beginning with the first test. the axial paths of the ulna and ra-
dius of Patricia rose initially in mineral content; but, after several mi-
nor fluctuations, the lowest degree of mineralization occurred on the 
fifty- third day. 'I'he demineralization was especially m arked in P ath J 
of the radius . The horizontal paths reacted in a similar manner, with 
the axial path of the radius, showing a definite drop in density values 
although, throughout the period, P ath G of the radius showed very little 
change. 
In the tibia and fibula of Patricia, the axial Paths A and B be-
h aved oppositely. P ath A declined to its lowest poi nt of mineralization 
by the fourteenth day of the study; but, within six d ays , it had regained 
its initial value . The mineralizati on of this path on the fifty-third day 
was s omewhat highe1· than that on the fourteenth day, but was lower than 
its initial density. P ath B, on the other hand, showed a progressive in -
c1·ease in density which lasted until the twenty-eighth day of the study , at 
w hich time it dropped slightly; but it was still above its initial value . 
The segmented axial paths of the tibia (E, E', and G ) showed a s imilar 
p attern in that they all increased in density before demineralization 
started to occur on the twenty- second day of the study. The decline in 
density w a s especially marked in these segmented axial paths , with a 
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resulting drop of nearly 30 per cent between the twenty-second and fifty-
third days of the study. The horizontal Path C of the tibia showed a s i m i-
lar pattern as Path B , while Path D declined irregularly and reached its 
lowest point on the forty-sixth day. 
The os calcis paths showed s i gnificant demineralization at the 
outset of Period I ; but, at the latter part of the period, its density in-
creased, and the final value was h igher than the initial. 
Ske letal Ch an~es During Pe riod g 
( s_alcium Lactate Added to the 
Basic Diet) 
All of the paths of the ulna and radius showed an increase in 
c alcification following the addition of dietary calcium at the beginning of 
Period ll. None of these paths , however , maintained this increase after 
the seventieth d ay of the s tudy. By the seventy- seventh day, the c alci-
fication h ad dropped to the same level, or slightly below, that of the i ni-
tial test. 
Paths B, C , and D of the tibia and fibula had increased in min-
eralization by the end of the period. P ath A of the fibula and the three 
segmented p aths of the tibia inc reased i n mineralization initially, but 
the rate was not maintained to the end of the pe riod. 
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Duri ng Period II, Paths A and c of the OS calcis of this subject 
m aintained approximately the same mineral level as that attained on 
the fift y -third day. but P ath B declined slightly. 
Skeletal Change_:. Durin~ Period III 
(Ad L ib i tu~ Intake of 
Institutional Diet) 
After Patricia returned to the orphanage, Paths F, H, I , and J 
o£ the ulna and radius showed some demineralization until the one hun-
dred and fifty-sixth day, concurrent with growth increases in this child. 
At this point, an increase occurred. P ath E of the ulna sustained a grad-
u al i nc rease in mineralization, while Path G of the radius remained 
ne arly constant i n density until a slight rise occun•ed on the one lum-
dre d and fifty-sixth day. 
Paths A and B of the fibula and P ath D of the tibia increased in 
mine ralizati on until the termination of the study. The density of P ath B 
inc reased unt il the one hundred and fifty- sixth day, at which time a defi-
nite decline occu r red. The segmented axial paths of the tibia showed a 
steady i ncre a se in mineralization during that period. 
Lit tle change in density was noticeable in the os calcis paths un-
til the one hundred and fifty- sixth day. At that t ime , there was a slight 
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decline in mineralization in all three os ca.lds paths . 
In addition to the os calcis paths , P aths G and H of the radius 
generally showed only slight mineralization activity. Several of the 
paths tended to rise above the original density values, even du1·ing the 
low calcium period. All paths except Path C of the tibia of this subjec t 
regained their original mineralization level before the end of P eriod III. 
GLADYS 
As previously stated, Gladys was tv:1o years , nine months , and 
22 days of age at the beginning of the calcium-phosphorus study. This 
child was extremely undernourished when she entered the orphanage 
about one year earlie r , at the chronological age of one year , nine 
months , and 13 days . She showed many signs of m alnutrition when she 
was first tested as a part of this series of studies 10 months later. She 
h ad not recovered from her earlier malnutrition at the time when t s in-
tensive study began, and was diagnosed as experiencing intestinal en-
teritis duri~g the first part of Period III. 
During Period I of this study, Gladys consumed calcium in the 
amount of 394 milligrams, and phosphorus in the amount of 914 milli-
g rams daily. The diet had no vitamin D supplementation, and the chil -
dren were not exposed to sunlight during P eriod I or P eriod II, as noted. 
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The same basic diet was used in Period II, the only alteration 
being the addition of calcium lactate which raised the dietary i ntake to 
1. 536 milligrams of calcium daily. Gladys returned to the orphanage 
during Period III. At that time she became ill with enteritis , as noted, 
which lasted for about the first two-thirds of Period III. 
Ske l etal Changes During Perio d I 
(Restricted Calcium Intake) 
Gladys , the youngest of the five girls , did not follow the same 
skeletal mineralization pattern which was noted on the other children, 
probably because of her earlier extreme malnutrition. In all the paths 
of the radius, both axial and horizontal, the degree of m ineralization 
was actually higher at the end of Period I than it was at the outset. This 
effect ~Vas particularly noticeable in P aths F , I, and J , in which the 
density rose and feU several times during the fifty-three-day period. 
In the tibia and fibula, the fi nal value was not significantly dif-
ferent from the initial, although fluctuations in density occurred upon 
seve r al occasions during the period. The os calcis value on the fifty-
third day also was somewhat higher than the initial value . 
Skeletal Changes Durin ~ P eriod II 
(Calcium L actate A dded to the 
Basic Diet) 
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Although Gladys had shown little evidence of increase in bone 
mineralization during the restricted calcium period. her bone density 
improved after the calcium level was raised in P eriod ll. These in-
creases were noticeable in all of the radiu.s and ulna paths, and in 
nearly all of the tibia and fibula paths. Pat h D of the tibia showed no 
change in either direction. The os calcis showed no significant changes 
during Period II. 
S keletal Changes Du:dns P eriod III 
(Ad ~tun:_ I n tak e of 
Instit u tional Diet) 
After Gladys returned to the orp hanage , her s keletal mine ral-
ization g rew progressively poorer except in one or two cases . The only 
paths which showed density incre ases were those of the os calcis. The 
density of the ulna increased d-uring the first forty-three days of 
Period III, bur decreased from that point until the end of the peri od . 
Demineralization occu rred in all of the tibia and fibula paths , 
except Path D. which r uns horizontally t h rough the epiphyseal disk. T he 
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skeletal minerali.zation of that path remained nearly constant throughout 
Period ill, as it had done in the previous period~ 
It has been mentione d that Gladys became ill with enteritis s oon 
after she returned to the orphanage; and it is unquestionably the case 
that her rapid bone demineralization was a result of that illness . 
AN EVALUATION OF SKELETAL M1NERi~LIZA1'ION 
CHANGES IN THE SPECIFIC TRAG I G 
PATHS O.F' THE STUDY 
Durin the course of this study , it had become evident that a 
c hange in dietary calcium effects certain bone s of the skeleton to a 
greater extent than others . . According to the level of dietary calcium. 
the general patterns that have been observed in the study are as fo llows : 
a) . 1n certain bones the mineral content increase s and de-
creases rapidly. 
b ). Certain b on s resist any changes in m i neral c ontent to 
a marked degree . 
c). Demineralization may be quite rapid in certain bones , al-
though they have a tendency to mineralize very slowly. 
d) . A few bones resist demineralization to a marked extent, 
although they will m ineralize rapidly. 
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For example, P ath I of the diaphysis of the radius deminer al-
ized rapiclly as the dietary calcium was decreased, and it . also in-
creased in -m i neralization. with a corresponding increase in dietary cal-
ciu.m. On the other hand, Path C of the os calcis did not respond read-
ily to tpe calcium intake . In addition, certain bones _;_ such as the 
epiphysis of the tibia- appear t o resist demineralization to a marked de -
gree, although they were found to increase :rapidly in :mineral content as 
the level of dietary calcium was raised. Finally, a few areas (such as 
the proximal surface of the epiphysis of the radius} showed a tendency 
to demineralize rapidly as the calcium intake was lowered; but they 
did not respond in the opposite manner when the dietary calcium was 
raised. 
In the following section, a detailed description of each tracing 
path will be g iven. 
OBSERVATION OF SKELETAL Cf-IANGES DURING 
--------------- -- . 
A DlET.AR Y OF LOW CALC I UM 
--
F INGER PHALANX 5- 2 
The finger phalanx 5-2 was extremely difficult to t race because 
of the fact that the films , while yielding traces for the radius and 
ulna, were somewhat over.- exposed for this very small bone. The traces 
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which were made showed variations within a 1·elatively wide ra._'lge, witll 
no distinct trends indicated. Actually, the fingers, as the part of the 
body given probably the greatest a.mount of contin'e.al exercise of any 
portion of the anatomy, have been found in other studies to have rela-
tively stable skeletal mineralization. For a continuation of this study, 
it is suggested that tl1e finger under consideration be given an x - ray ex-
posure sep arate from the rest of the hand. with the hand exposure di-
rected to. the making of a film whic h is ideal for the radius and ulna 
tracings . The finger x - ray, then, can be given the exposure which is 
best for tracing a. small phalanx. 
ULN..A 
The ulna varied in mi ne ral decline during P eriod I of the study 
for the various subjects who participated in this investigation; and a di-
versity o.f results was very noticeable in that bone . The two paths 
showed the following (Figure 11 ): 
p at h E . The axial path through the epiphy:;; is and diaphysis 
o f the distal end of the ulna showed distinct loss of m ineral i n three of 
the cases, while the othe rs changed very little . 
p at h F . Noticeable mineral loss occurred in the distal end of 
the diaphysis i n all but two cases during tl1e period of low calcium intake . 
T hese displayed a slight increase. 
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RADIUS 
Generall y , the radius was found to lose mineral to some extent 
in t he paths evaluated (Figures 12 and 13). The path which showed the 
greatest sensitivity to decline in calcium was P ath 1 (Figure 13), which 
scans the distal end of the diaphysis of the radius horizontally. The 
other paths reacted as follows : 
Path 2_ . This path, which lies in a horizontal direction near 
the distal surface of the epiphysis of the radius (.E'ig ure 12), demineral-
ized to a moderate degrf!e or not at all in the respective subjects. 
Pat h I-.i: . A small amount of calcium loss was recorded in 
some instances near the proximal surface of the epiphysis which was 
scanned horizontally (Figure 12). 
P at h J . Loss of miner a1 was rapid except in one subject in 
the axial path through the epiphysis and diaphysis of the distal end of 
the radius (Figure 13). 
FIBULA 
In the one path studied in the fibula, there was little change in 
mineral content curing the period of l owe red calcium intake . Only two 
cases displayed a noticeable decline , and the others remained stable at 
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the close of the period. The path whic:h tended to show a chan;;e was 
Path A , the 0.xial path at the proximal extremity of the diaphysis of the 
fibula (Figure 14). 
TIBIA 
It seems from this study that there was very consistent de-
m ineralization in certain portions of the tibia; but the decline was not 
e v i dent in all paths . The most uniform loss of' mineral resulted in the 
short segmented axial paths . These paths showed the following mineral 
changes: 
Path B . This axial path on the proximal portion of the tibia 
displayed little demineralization and in one case it exhibited added cal-
cific ati9n (Figure 15 ). 
P ath C . A moderate loss of mineral occurred in the horizon-
tal path through the center of the epiphysis of the tibi a (Figure 15 ). One 
subject, however , exhi bited an increase in density at this position. 
Path D . Little trend toward demineralization was displayed 
in this path of the tibia, which passes through the epiphyseal disk and 
also portions of the epiphysi s and d iaphysis because of irregularity in 
the bones i n this are a . 
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Path E . The short, axiSJ. segment directly above the epi physeal 
sk showed a distinct loss in mineral except for one case , which slowed 
littl e change (F i gure 16 ). 
Path F . .Loss of n ineral occurred to varying degrees in each 
case in this segmented axial path that is centered uporl the epiphyseal 
disk (Figure 16). 
P ath G . As in the other segmented axial paths , good evidence 
o£ loss of mineral was found in most subjects . This path lies directly 
below the epiphyseal disk (Figure 16). 
OS CALC 
The os calcis in the majority of cases in this evaluation appar -
ently was resistent to demineralization under the calcium reduction which 
w as imposed. The mineral a<:tivity of the individual paths follows : 
Path A . Thi s path, which scans the os calcis fr.om an upper 
posteri or to a lower anterior portion, was foWld to change its density level 
wit hin a very narrow margin (Figure 17). 0~1e subject. l£owever , ex· 
h ibited definite loss of m ineral. 
Path B . The vertical path through the posterior portion of the 
os calcis did not show notable loss ·of mineral by the end of Period I. In · 
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one subject, noticeable increase in mineralization was found. 
Path G . In the majority of cases , the path on the anterior por -
tion of the os calcis failed to show notable loss of mineral; and in one 
path, an increase i n m ineralization was noted. 
ULNA 
OBSERVATI ON OF SKELETAL CHANGES DU NG A 
DIET WHICH INCLUD".;,D INCR E .ASED 
CALCI UM 
The ulna did increase in density consistently during the period 
when calcium was added to the diet, by the addition of calcium lactate . 
The various paths r eacted as follows : 
Path E . There was distinct e vidence of remineralization on 
this section o£ the bone in most of the subjects . 
Path F . Remineralization tended to proceed in this path when 
the calcium level of the diet was increased. 
RADIUS 
In the majority of the paths which were studied, the distal end 
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of the radius readily regained almost all of its initial density after the 
addition of dietary calcium. Individually, the p aths reacted i n this 
manner: 
Path G . This path (F igure 12) generally tended to reminera.l -
ize rapidly. 
Path H . Only moderate regain of mineral occurred i n this 
portion of the bone (Figure 1 Z) . 
Path I. Ve r y substantial inc rease in bone density occurred 
except i n one c a se , which displayed a decline in this th (Figure 13 ). 
P ath J . This path (Figure 13) showed l~ss response to the 
increase in dietary calcium than did other paths in this bone . 
FIBULA 
The one path on the fibula (Path A) declined in one instance and 
displayed added calcification in another , while the other subject re-
m .ained relatively stable . This can be observed i n Figure 14 . 
TIBIA 
On the tibi a , only the segmented paths (P aths E , F , and G) 
showed inc reased mineral density consistently, with the added consumption 
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of calcium (Figure 15). The other paths were rather chaotic in mineral 
activity. They acted in the following manner : 
P ath B . 'l'his path tended to m ineralize well in three of the 
five subjects (Figure 15). 
Path C . There was a small degree of increased mineraliza-
tion evident in this portion of the bone in most of the subjects Figure 
15). In some cases, there was a continuation for a time of the reduc -
tion in · density begun i n the previous diet regimen, with an increase in 
this period after a slight lag. 
Path D . Very poor m i neralization resulted in the study of 
this area in all but two subjects (l'"'igure 15). 
Pa-th E . This section '( Figure 16) increased in mineraliza-
tion especially well, except in one subject, in wh<nn the density value 
was rather stable . 
Path F . There was rapid mineralization in this portion of 
the bone in every subject but one, who remained on a level with respect 
to bone density (Figure 16). 
Path G . An increase in bone density resulted consistently in 
all but one case in Path 0 (Figure 16). as in the other segmented paths . 
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OS CALCIS 
During this period with calcium lactate in the d iet, the os calcis 
tended to remain stable with respect to changes i n the bone density i n 
the sections traced. Each path reacted in the following manner: 
Path A . In this path, moderate mineralization was displayed 
by some of the case~, while almost no change was exhibited by the 
other subjects F i gur e 17). 
Pa t h B . Two subjects exhibited definite increases in miner -
alization in this path, whereas the others declined slightly ip. mineral 
content. This can be seen i n F igure 17. 
Path C . There was little m i neral change in this path (Fig-
ure 17), since each subject displayed only an exceedingly slight decline 
or increase in density of the bone in the area scanned in t · s trace . 
ULNA 
OBSERVATI ON OF SKELETAL CHANGES UPON 
RETURN TO 0 PHANAGE OR 
FOSTER HOME 
On the distal end of the ulna, an increase in m i neralization oc-
curred in most cases except for the child who entered a foster home in-
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stead of returning to the orphanage , and the one who was ill. 
Pa t h E . By the end of this period, this path (Figure 11) ·dis-
p ;ayed an increase in density in each case except Gladys , the child with 
enteritis , and Shirley, who was placed in a foster home. 
P ath F . On this path (F'igure 11 ), all subjects either ex-
perienced an increase in mineral density or remained stable by the con-
clusion of testing . 
AD IUS 
The paths on the radius tended to increase in density in the 
case of the three children- Violet, Arlene. and P atricia. There was 
some decline in the case of Shirley, who went to a foster home , and 
Gladys , who had been malnourished earler and who was ill duri ng this 
period i n the study. 
Path G . This path (Figure 12) displayed added mineraliza-
tion by the final test. again with the exception of Shirley and Gladys . 
P at h H . An increase in density of the bone resulted in this 
p ath (F i gure 12) at the c onclusi on of testing, except in the subject who 
was ill and the one in the foster home. 
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Path 1. In all cases except Gladys , the mineral content was 
stable or showed a rise by the last test {Figure 13). The decline in 
G l adys was only slight. 
P a tb J . During this period, in all cases, the mineral content 
was s table , or there was an increase in calcification (F igure 13). 
FIBULA 
On this bone , the one path which was evaluated, which is Path I 
(Fi gure 14), displayed increased calcification in each case except Gladys . 
TIBIA 
These paths on the tibia reacted in various ways during this 
portion of the study. 
Path B . Two cases displayed an increase in mineralization, 
one c ase remained stable, and two subjects exhibited a decline in den -
s i ty (F i gure 15). 
Pa t h G . This path {Figure 15) showed either a very slight 
or a moderate loss in mineral in all of the subjects in this period of 
study. 
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P ath D . Increased calcification o:r stability of the :rnineral 
was displayed in thi s path (Figure 15), except in the case of Gladys , 
who declined slightly. 
Path E . This path (Figure 16) showed a definite rise in den-
sity i n two cases ; and only Gladys declined to a significant degree. 
Pa th F . The reaction of this path {Figure 16} was almost iden-
tical with that of Path E for this dietary period. 
Path G . During this last portion of the study, this path 
(F i gure 16) followed the same general pattern of the two above paths 
(P aths E and F). 
OS CALClS 
For this peri od, some of the paths on the os calcis varied with 
respect to density changes, Many of the subjects , however, displayed 
relative stability in the sections of the bone which were traced. 
Pa th A . In most of the subjects , this path (F igure 17) exhib-
i t ed very little ten.dency either to increase or to decrease in m inerali -
zation. 
P ath B . In this path (Figur 17). three cases remained rather 
s t able, while one gained and another lost mineral. Violet showed the 
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decline and Gladys the increase . 
Path C . During this ~ast period, this path (Figure 17) was 
fairly stable in mineral content, with Gladys the only subject exhibiting 
increased calcification to a notable degree . 
i>UMM AR Y 
An evaluation of possible tracing paths other than those rou-
tinely used in the human :nutritinn and animal nutri tion at the Texas 
S tate College for Women of density in bones by the m icrodensitometric 
tracing of x-rays is set forth ln this report. Five young girls on a b al-
ance study previously conducted by L ight (1} were x - rayed at des c ribed 
i n terv als ; and these x-rays were used by the author in the present 
study. 
X-rays of the lateral foot , the antero- posterior knee, and the 
posterior- anterior hand of five small girls on a c ontrolled diet involving 
greatly varied levels of calcium intake and low vi tamin D were studi d . 
The method used for finding the area of the portion t races i s 
described ; and the technique for making and e valuating traces is out-
lined. 
Duri ng Period I of the study, the calcium intalte was lim ited ap .. 
proxima.te ly to 400 m illigrams daily, with adjustments for t he age s of the 
individual children. The phosphorus level was approximately 1, 100 
milli g rams daily. T his extended for 53 days . In P eriod ll, which ex-
tended 24 days , the same basic menu was maintained, with the addition 
12 
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of 1, 200 m illigrams of calcium lactate . The re m aining 93 days, Period 
lll, tke children returned to the orphanage o r , in one case, entered a 
foster horne, where they went onto an ad libitum diet which provided a 
greatly increased intake of calcium in various foods and in m ilk. 
From the study, i t is evident that the bones of children are 
very amenable to change in d s ity with growth and dietary change s . 
Mineralization changes in the skeleton are not uniform throughout, and 
hence .the major objective of the study was to find which bone areas in 
the hand, knee, and foot will :respond to changes in dietary calcium 
most clearly and speedily. 
From this study, it was evident that some b ones mineralized 
more rapidly than others . The greatest degree of s e nsitivity was ob -
served in certain portions of the radius and sections of the tibia, since 
they changed readily with decreases or i ncreases in dietary calcium. 
From the areas of the ulna and fibula which were evaluated, 
these bones were more irregular in their mineral activity, although 
they generally showed changes in bone density somewhat c onsistent with 
changes in dietary calcium changes . 
The os calcis seemed to be more resistent to losses of m i ner-
al, although, with anincrease in dietary calcium, it displayed adde d 
density. 
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Of the various paths considere d , the axial traces of the long 
bones tended to s how the most revealing changes . Three short seg-
mented axial paths in the tibia., which are located above below and t , . 
directly upon the epiphyseal disk, were quite sensitive to change with 
dietary changes . S e gmented axial paths on the ends of long bones , 
therefore , seem to represent locations suitable for further investiga-
tion, because short segments of the tibia in the locations described in 
the body of ~e text exhibited more consistent mineral density changes 
than did a longer axial path on that bone. 
An axial path of the radius represents another area worthy of 
further consideration i n bone density research. 
Thr ee paths of the os calcis seem valuable in studies in which 
the cal_cium will be increased. Moreover, it seems desirable to use a 
skeletal area whic h shows rapid change and another which is reasonably 
s t able to change for routi ne testing. Should the latter show considera-
ble deminer alization, it could be regarded as indicative of somewhat 
severe and prol onged diet limitati"one in bone building materials . 
Two children in the study did not follow the same bone density 
trends in all cases as did the other three. One of these was a child who 
had entered the orphanage in a hi ghly malnourished state , who had not 
r ecovered h·om ma.J.untrition when the calcium balance study began. and 
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who devel oped inte s tinal enteritis during the third part of the investiga-
. ' 
tion. The other entered a foster home during Period III of the study and 
unquestionably did not h ave the calcium intake which was the case with 
the other three children who returned to the orphanage and were placed 
on an ad lib i tl..un diet , of which the calcium and phosphorus content was 
known. The bone density findings on these subjects tended to cor-
respond with the differences in these children as compared with t he 
other subjects. 
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